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Bella Italia By Ed Taccone
September 17th Double Feature!
By Dorien Berteletti
We had a busy weekend with
three car showings.
Alan and I went off to Cobble
Beach to do our thing with the
Allard and the Bristol 409.
Ed (Mr. President) took my
Bristol 400 to the British car
day in Bronte, given it was the
featured car.
I must commend Ed and Sandra
for taking such very good care
continued on page 3
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We just finished 16 days vacationing
in Italy. We went since we decided
to ship a 1975 Harley Davidson
Shovelhead to my cousin ever since he
laid eyes on it when visiting here from
Italy last year.
Needless to say
a lot of what if
questions arose
shipping the
motorcycle to
Italy and having
to deal with
customs. With a
great deal of help
from Dorien
in briefing me
with information not likely known
to the ordinary individual like
myself travelling abroad. My worries
were soon over after dealing with
Italian customs after producing all
appropriate paperwork. It took 20

minutes dealing with a very nice
customs officer. He handed all the
necessary stamped paperwork and
told us to proceed to cargo to pick up
the Harley. There it took 1-1/2 hour
to get the motorcycle after
many Italian adjectives
and hand motions
directed at the workers
by my cousin initiated
action to retrieve the
Harley. After we got back
to my cousin’s hometown
there was a contingency
awaiting our arrival to
have a look at this much
awaited Harley. Believe
me I have never seen so much wine
and food to celebrate this special
event. I’m just sorry I don’t have
another Classic Harley.
		
continued on page 2

What fuel will our children and grandchildren
be using in the future? By Thomas Hodgson
Part of being in a car club makes one possible that this is a trend that will
wonder what car clubs will look like
go global. The main driver being to
in 25 or 50 years from now. Then the save the planet.
question changes
I find that the
to examine what
“experts” on each
modes of personal
option are working
transport will look
for companies that
like in future use.
hope to capture big
Two countries in
new markets for
Europe have started
their products. I
a new trend by
also find it next to
announcing that
impossible to get
they will no longer
reliable information
make gasoline
on the real cost and
powered vehicles in 20 or 25 years
real Green House Gas production
from now. The fuel might be natural (G.H.G.) for each one. For example,
gas, electricity or hydrogen. It is quite 		
continued on page 3
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Bella Italia continued from page 1
My grandson Isaac was in awe
witnessing what was happening. It
did not take long for him to join in
and show his talent for opulent wine
and exquisite food.

about a female porridge thief and
three bears, are nightly read questions
on the driving code that they will
face sixteen years hence in the written
portion of their driving test.
I also believe, because of this, all
Italians consider themselves to be
outstanding drivers no matter what
age they are, how much experience
they have, the nature and quality
of the their hearing, eyesight or
mental state nor the age, power nor
condition of their car.

From what we saw no matter how
fast you drive, it will always be too
slow. You can be belting down an
This time being in Italy, it wasn’t the autostrade at 130 km. per hour in
wonderful wine, succulent food, the a 90 kph zone and a woman in her
majestic mountainside villages, the
80s, in a 1957 Fiat Bambina, will sail
Coliseum or the Trevi Fountain. No, past you as though you are standing
none of those.
still.

on country roads.
Once stopped at a stop sign you may
leave your car, but not for longer
than it takes to down a morning
cappuccino and a cornetto a la crema.
If you take longer (like trying for a
second cappuccino) drivers in cars
that are backed up behind you will
get angry and start to nudge your
car into the intersection in front of
oncoming trucks.
Italians have lightening fast reflexes.
This is something which they, as a
nation, have developed I am sure,
through rigorous training from
a young age by learning to catch
individual ripe olives as they drop
from the tree on a windy day.

Speed and its limits have no
meaning in Italy, as locals will
drive at speeds that are needed to
get them to their destination at a
specific time, rather than anything
to do with actual speed restrictions.
However as per my observation
do not attempt to drive in the far
right lane on motorways as this is
the preserve of large cross border
trucks,
whose drivers have not slept
This time after driving around with
for the last 48 hours, and who will be
my cousin, touring on buses, and
taxis, we were so taken aback by the steering their rig with one hand while
way people drive in Italy it deserves a working their espresso machine with
the other, in an attempt to stay awake
most honourable mention.
with the use of strong coffee.
Surprisingly, Italy from what I’m told
While driving with my cousin, stop
is considered to be one of the most
stringent, toughest and complicated signs are only recommendations. You
only need to actually stop at a stop
countries in all of Europe for
sign if there is a large truck blocking
someone to be able to get a driver’s
license, needing an incredible amount the intersection, if there is a really
good coffee shop on the corner, or
of preparation, lessons and practice
if you need to stop to dispose of
before one is allowed out on the
roads and one’s own. I believe small your household rubbish bags into
children still in their cots, instead of one of the large public bins placed
being read children’s bedtime stories strategically at all major intersections
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This skill allows them to dart out
in front of your car (I noted this
included pedestrians as well as
drivers) in the belief that you will be
fast enough to take evasive action,
and thus not smash into their
Fiat Panda, nor maim grandfather
Giuseppe on his way to buy his
weekly SuperEnalotto.
If the car coming towards you is
flashing its lights it can be for a
number of reasons. It could be that
there is a police speed trap up ahead
(though this is highly unlikely as
speed is not a real offence), there
could be an obstruction on the road
ahead such as a cross eyed Bocce
player getting ready for his
		continued on page 3
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Bella Italia continued from page 2
next throw, or it could be that the
oncoming motorist is in a good
mood.

Hadrian’s wall in Northern England,
when it was really meant to have
been built around Naples to protect
the rest of the Roman Empire.

If the car is behind you, flashing
of lights can only mean one of two
things. It generally means “get out
of my way”, but if you are in a
high speed zone, it may just be that
you are being flashed by the hearse
in a funeral procession, and you
will need to pull over, get out of
your car, remove your hat and bow
your head in respect for the dearly
departed as he races for the last time
at breakneck speed to his burial plot,
followed by the fleet of mourners.
My last observation while driving in
Italy, GPS systems do not work no
matter how sophisticated they are,
no matter what language or accent
you have them using, no matter what
celebrity voice you have downloaded,
your GPS will only work occasionally
when in Italy.

The second problem is that many
streets in Italy were built to to take a
single horse drawn chariot (with the
scythes retracted), and are much too
small for modern cars, explaining the
popularity in Italy for the revival of
the Fiat 500.
Your GPS will not understand that
the streets still in use can be so
incredibly small and so will regularly
have you reversing out of crevices the
size of the gap in Lauren Hutton’s
front teeth.
It was certainly the highlight for me
The first problem is that the last time while vacationing in Italy.
that there was any cadastral mapping
done in Italy was AD122 (I saw it in “BELLA ITALIA”.
its entirety while touring St. Peter’s)
Ed Taccone
when the Romans realized that
due to bad mapping they had built

Fuel of the Future? continued from page 1
I do know some of our members
an electric car is not G.H.G. free if
the electricity is generated using Coal are concerned about these issues.
Twice at club events this year I have
or natural gas.
been involved in discussions about
The real answers have to take
Hydrogen and Electricity as power
into account our average kind of
sources.
electricity generation. Let’s not
pretend we are suddenly going to
have windmills all over the landscape
and obtain all our electricity that
way.
Tesla claim their cars are G.H.G.
free. They conveniently forget to
say “provided that the electricity
is generated from Wind, Solar or
Hydro only”.
Right now it looks as if Wind and
Solar will be a small but important
part of generation. Hydro is not
likely to grow much as there are few
rivers left to harness. Tidal may help
as it becomes more significant.
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There are some basic rules of physics
that we cannot escape. Energy cannot
be created or destroyed. Energy is
always lost in transferring from one
form to another.

Natural gas to generate electricity to
run a car when the car could run on
Natural gas just as easily.
The best information I have says
batteries only put out 25% of the
power needed to charge them.

Over the next couple of months I
would like to take a closer look at
each of the three possible fuels of the
future (To date) and look into the
real cost and the real effect on our
Consider that when we burn gasoline planet.
in our cars we are using only about
Comments are very welcome
30% of the total energy. A large
and can be directed to me at
amount is produced as heat. That
tomandjeanhodgson@gmail.com
is why we have a cooling system; to
get rid of the extra heat! What about
wind resistance and friction. Only a
Tom Hodgson
little energy actually gets to move us
from A to B.
To me it makes no sense to use
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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by Dorien Berteletti

Recent project: Some recent work
included changing the universal
joints on the Bristol 409. Why.....
they were not noisy?

I felt that given they are over 1/2 a
century old and they are the non
greasing kind, it would be a good
thing to do. Out came the driveshaft
(comes off at the differential yoke)
and I quickly got one end apart and
off I went to Napa for replacements.
So far that part was easy and the next
day I had two pairs for $70.
Fitting them proved a challenge and
I had to resort to Alan’s arbour press
but even this was not going to be
easy. Normally you can press them in
with a vice or few sharp blows with a
hammer, keeping your thumb out of
the way! The BIG problem was when
I went to mount the locking clips
they had no spring to them and they
would not snap in place. They did
not spring back after opening them
to fit the groove.
I suddenly realized they were made
in China and obviously to a different
standard, so now what to do?
I went through my black book and
dug up an old contact from some
30 years ago that had a business
rebuilding drive shafts. Called him
but he was now a big shot and was
away playing golf, but he kindly told
me I could deal with his parts man
directly. They don’t normally sell
parts to the public but then again I
knew him when he was a one man
band and it paid off.
They had two US Spicer universal
joints, old stock and in the right size.
I drove to Scarborough, picked them
up and installed them easily and the
locking clips snapped in to place as
they should. I have included some
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pictures note that the small holding
cups are small bolts. I drilled and
safety wired them for safety.
So be careful when doing the same
job and try and get “proper” spares
and the cost was only 10% more
than the wrong ones! I’ve had a
universal joint come apart while
driving and it’s quite an experience!
The recent Funkhana organized
by Gayle and Don Fysh went off
very well. Some 12 cars including
an electric single seater vehicle took
part in a very amusing skill driving
contest.

Ralph and Kimberley helped make
it happen as we used the Hydro
training facility parking lot. We
learnt things about Canada we
did not know, how to have your
passenger steer the car for you and
drive in reverse around pylons.
Fishing was involved as well as
balancing a full water cup whilst
doing all of the tasks outlined. We
had ice cream of many flavours and
prizes were awarded!
Thanks to the organizers for their
hard work!!
Some wisdom: 100 years ago we all
had horses and the rich had cars. Now
we all have cars and the rich have
horses!
Opening a car’s door for a lady can
mean a “new” lady or a “new” car.
Kissing a lovely woman whilst driving
your car, means you are not giving the
kiss the effort it deserves.
The real importance of the first
Lunar landing. The real importance

of the first Lunar landing.
On July 20, 1969, as Commander of
the Apollo 11 Lunar Module, Neil
Armstrong was the first person to set
foot on the moon. His first words
after stepping on the moon, “That’s
one small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind,” were televised to
earth and heard by millions. But, just
before he re-entered the lander, he
made the enigmatic remark “Good
luck, Mr. Gorsky.”
Many people at NASA thought it
was a casual remark concerning some
rival soviet cosmonaut. However,
upon checking, there was no Gorsky
in either the Russian or American
space programs.
Over the years, many people
questioned armstrong as to what the
‘Good luck, Mr. Gorsky’ statement
meant, but Armstrong always just
smiled.
On July 5, 1995, in Tampa Bay,
Florida, while answering questions
following a speech, a reporter
brought up the 26-year-old question
about Mr. Gorsky and this time he
finally responded because Mr. Gorsky
had just died, so Neil Armstrong felt
he could now answer the question.
In 1938, when he was a kid in a
small mid-western town, he was
playing baseball with a friend in the
backyard. His friend hit the ball,
which landed in his neighbour’s yard
by their bedroom window.
His neighbours were Mr. and Mrs.
Gorsky. As he leaned down to pick
up the ball, young Armstrong heard
Mrs. Gorsky shouting at Mr. Gorsky,
“Sex! You want sex?! You’ll get sex
when the kid next door walks on the
moon!”
It broke the place up. Neil
Armstrong’s family confirmed that
this is a true story.
Dorien Berteletti
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HBCC Member Hilda Pincoe Recognized
For Years of Volunteer Service

In a special Medallion Presentation
Ceremony this past September 14th,
HBCC member Hilda Pincoe, was
honoured for her years of service to
the community.
A Certificate of Appreciation and
Medallion were presented to her by
Mr. David Tilson, Q.C., Member
of Parliament for Dufferin-Caledon,

in recognition of outstanding
contributions made to our
community as Canada celebrates its
150th anniversary of Confederation.
During her time as an exemplary

and dedicated volunteer, she gave
20 years of service to the Canadian
Cancer Society.
She also has served as a Returning
Officer for seventeen years federally.
In May of 2000, she was given
the Order of Niagara (O.N.) for
recognition of her volunteer work at
St. Marks Anglican Church.
She is still active in the Orangeville
Curling Club, and was made a
life member in 2011 for all her
volunteering efforts.
She also served for four years on
the HBCC Executive as our first
Treasurer and is still an active
member of our Car Club. Also
members of the Toronto Triumph
Club, Hilda and her late husband,
Reverend Deacon Ronald Pincoe
were always seen greeting us at the
British Car Day Registration Desk.
The members of the Headwaters
British Car Club extend their
heartfelt congratulations to Hilda for
receiving this recognition.

September 17th - Cobble Beach and British Car Day!
of my car and polishing it to the
point it looked like it came out of
the paint booth! Got 2nd prize...
pretty good and mainly thanks to
them.
Alan picked up a prize at Cobble and
we... just ate the very good food and
drank the very good wine! We had
the VIP treatment so we were very
Saturday morning was the road
happy with the weekend.
run and we had Alan’s extra oxygen
tanks in the trunk of the Bristol.
Sounds ok but at one point I got to
thinking...
The electric pumps are mounted
in the trunk and with them comes
some sparking from the points and
of course there is fuel and oxygen =
a dangerous mix. I wondered about
the instant acceleration we might be
subjected to if things went wrong.
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Angela van Breemen

We are all safely at home as I write
this!
Dorien Berteletti
Note from the Editor:
HBCC Members did very well at British
Car Day in Bronte in their individual
classes.
2nd place Bill & Jane Tully for their
1986 London Taxi FX4.
2nd place Dorien & Anne Berteletti for
their 1948 Bristol 400.
2nd place Warren & Melody Snow for
their Lotus Super Seven Caterham.
1st place Ken & Sandra Mason for their
Jaguar 1988 XK6 Sovereign.

3rd place Peter Pontsa and Angela
van Breemen for their 1970 Jaguar
E-Type.
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HBCC Headwaters Real Horsepower Car Run and BBQ!
September 23rd, 2017
It was a hot and steamy day for the HBCC Headwaters Real Horsepower Car Run and BBQ. HBCC members
Sandra and Ken Mason and Jean Louis Valade formed the team that organized this fun filled event!
HBCC members travelled the beautiful Headwaters region, hunting for the Parade Horses painted by local artists.
The run was followed by a BBQ at The Mason’s. A fun day! There were 15 cars in the run and 39 members
attended the BBQ.
Thanks very much for the support and donations for this event from Professional Farrier Supply, Headwaters
Tourism, Headwaters Tourism, Professional Farrier Supply, Hockley Brewery Company, Gillie and Jimmy
Bee’s Honey and Hockley Valley Coffee Roasters.
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Here are the winners!

First Prize:
Second Prize:
Bill and Eilish
Boston

Tony and Diane
Gesauldi

Third Prize:
Keith and Sophie
Smout

There were lots of other prizes for runner up
winners as well!
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UPCOMING EVENTS

The Sponsors’ Corner

If you are thinking of organizing an event for our
2017 Driving Season, please contact Sandra Mason
our Events Coordinator.
EOI - The Country Heritage Park,
Classic and Iconic Car Toy Drive
Sunday October 1st, 2017
Milton, Ontario
For More Information and Map, Click Here for Details
HBCC Pub Night & General Meeting
Wednesday, October 4th, 2017
Hosts Don and Trudy Bauman
Click Here for Details
President’s Fall Colour Run Celebrating Canada’s 150Th
Saturday, October 14th, 2017
Hosts Ed and Sandra Taccone
Click Here for Details
Annual General Meeting & Elections
Wednesday, November 1st, 2017
45 Bredin Parkway
Click Here for Details

Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB

Annual Christmas Party
Wednesday, December 6th, 2017
Millcreek Pub, Orangeville, Ontario
Click Here for Details

3045 Southcreek Road, #27
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6
905-206-0004

For Details of our HBCC Events and Events of Interest visit:
https://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/index.php/events/
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168 Broadway, Orangeville,
Ontario L9W 1K3
519-942-2880

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA)
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)
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The Sponsors’ Corner

$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad; specs
required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum for business card size; specs
required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg,
tiff, indd or pdf format.
A minimum of 10 issues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed
here, please contact the Editor at:
newsletter@headwatersbritishcarclub.org

Vehicle Storage Available at
Toad Hollow* from October
to May 1st, 2018
Call David Maguire
at 519-216-0138
*Toad Hollow is located at the
rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville
(enter off John Street)

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984
Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

http://www.dianecyrhomes.com/Home
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RCR Realty, Brokerage

Independently Owned & Operated
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